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EDITORIAL

A.dditional apathy?

As an attempt to get students involved with their
school life, the new advisory system could play an
importa~t part in abolishing an attitude of apathy
at Cubberley. Grouped according to their common
interests, students are given the opportunity to relate these personal interests to what they are doing
at school.
The new schedule also allows for identification
with students of similar concerns. This is a great
improvement over the former advisory program,
where students were grouped according to the first
letter in their last name.
But in order for these "interest"
advisories
t~ be successful, it is necessary to avoid the problem of transforming the advisory periods into an
extra 15 minutes of needless "socializing.".
In
this way, the new' system could be adding to. the
feeling of apathy.
However, if the new link between a student's
interest and school involvements, provided by the
advisory system, is kept intact, it may serve to
alleviate some students' attitude of indifference.
GINNIE MILLER and
GINNY YOUNG, Editors
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By LEANNA WOLFE

Responses to Women's Liberation groups range from
".Women have enough rights,"
to "I don't understand what
these girls' are getting at."
Perhaps the
following will
clarify some misconceptions.
The inequities to women in
our
society
are, generally
. subtle, but to the girls who
are the recipients of this discrimination they are overwhelmingly lucid.
The creators
of abortion
laws are men who can never
feel the grief of bearing a
child who can never be properly cared for on this earth.
Farces such as Virginia Slims
commercials
which proclaim
that "you've ~ome a long way
baby" destroy the principles
of the movement.
Girls in
women liberation groups don't
care as much about having
By GERRIT GONG
their
o'wn cigarette as they
" Childrenf
Today we will
Comments continue', seemdissect some animals of lower ingly infinitely~ None of the are bothered by having unequal
political and economic opporphylum. If.you will study your children give their deed a tunities to men.
charts, you will notice the second thought; it is merely
A distinction needs to be made
strange, underdeveloped posianother lesson. Sure, it' s oMy between the emotional versus
tion of the heart and lungs, another lesson •.•besides they the political expectations of
can't feel it.
the partially efficient respirEmotionally, mengenOne by one, slowly, the men wom·en.
atory system and the peculiar
erally favor a sweet .submissive
limbs.
Be careful with your had died horrible deaths. Fly- girl. However, politicallY, wospecimen as they have been ing saucers had served to en- men desire to be equal to the
By GORDONSTRANGE
brought from far away by a hance the education of children male' sex. It is difficult to
by providing lab specimens.
expedition and they are
be someone's playmate as well
Just recently, M. G. M.'s a seemingly harmless field of special
scarce.
Are
there
any
quesCubberley High School H-*: as disagree with that same
"Wizard of Oz" was televised poppies to reach it.
But as tions?"
"Today' we will dissect some someone politically. The male
for about the 15th time .over they are crossing this field
"Will we get to kill 'urn?"
the network of NBC. Down of poppies (symbolically repin our society has an easier
" We will kill them by driving
role to follow, because he is
through the years this movie resenting Liu Shao Ch!, the a spike into the spinal chord
expecteg to be both politically
has proven
to
,,-!.be
"a'idelight~. "
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ful source of joyful entertain- come drowsy and slowly they. They "can~tfeel it."
and
sexuall¥ agressive.;. \
ment in young hearts, and yield to the forces of revision"If there are no further questhrough the eyes of' a child, ism, butthen a light snowfalls on tions, let's begin." .
It Is.
13m let HI> look at it:
them .~Mao:s. Red Book is. pub-: GleQ,fLllJy, c;hilQrGn qm a.r9!.mc1

through the years this ~ovie
--rm--nrnTltr-tn~l:)tn-tmre-crvcr-l:1my
the network
NBC.
Down
has
proven toof 'be
a delIghtful source of joyful entertainment in young hearts, and
through the eye.s of a child,
it is.
But let us look at it
through, the eyes of a demented
politicai fanatic--me.
~
First I see the .movie as an
over-all parallel of the 'Communist revolution in China in
the 20th century. Dorothy is
in reality hone other than the
personage of Mao Tse Tung,
and the house that she drops
on the wicked witch of the East
is a victory because Dorothy
has liberated one village, that
of the Munchkins, by destroying the forces of Chiang Kaishek(the Wizard).
But the victory is only partial since Dorothy sets out prematurely for the Emerald City
(Peking) to force
Chiang to
make some desperately needed
reforms(they want the Wizard
to grant their wishes), When
Dorothy leaves the hamlet of
the Munchkins, the petty bourgeoisie bureaucrats are still
in power: the mayor and his
other running dogs.
As Dorothy sets out for The
Emerald City, she travels on
a yellow brick road representing the road to Socialism and
generally a better Oz. The
first person she meets is the
Scarecrow who is really Lin
Piao in disguise(Mao's right
hand man), and the three, Dorothy, the Scarecrow, and Toto
(who is NOT a running dog of
Dorothy) set out once again on
the yellow brick road to the
Emerald City.
Later Dorothy recruits the
Cowardly Lion and The Tin
Woodman for her People's Liberation~ Army, which might or
might not be needed depending
on whether the Wizard grants
the wishes of the p~ople.
Soon on their journey they
behold the fabled city of Oz,
and they have but to cross
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re~enring Liu Shao Chi, the
ar.cKhrushchev)
crus
sing . tlil'HClTIltt
of poppIes
(symbolIcally
Chmese
they repbe':"
come drowsy and slowly they
yield to the forces of revisionism, but then a light snow falls on
them (Mao's Red Book is published) and they are awakened
out of their stupor. Theyproceed on -to Oz and the Wizard
to make their requests.
The· Wizard promptly says
that the wishes cannot be granted unless the wicked witch of
the west is killed. The Wizard feels certain that they will
be crushed by the witch who
is in reality the commanding
officer of the Wizard's army,
the Kouminrang. Dorothy succeeds in crushing the Witch,
and some of the soldiers come
over to the People's Army.
Everybody then marches back
to the Emerald City again, but
of course the Wizard cannot
grant the wishes· because without his army he is exposed as
a "humbug" and a farce. He
goes into exile vowing to return, and then flies off into
the air ina balloon.
The country of Oz now belongs to the people and everyone rejoices.
A Communist
Party is set up with the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman and
the Cowardly Lion as its helmsmen, and Dorothy fades into
the sunset leaving everyone regarding her as the red sun in
their hearts.
Long live the
Munchkins, Scarecrows, Animals, Tin Woodman, etc!

I KNOW YOU BELIEVE
YOU UNDERSTOOD
WHAT YOU THINK
I SAID, BUT I AM NOT
SURE YOU REALIZE
THAT WHAT YOU
HEARD IS NOT WHAT
I MEANT.
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They can't feel it."
"If there are no further questions, let's begin." .
Gleefully, children run around
laughinr,. "Oh, look, it moved."
;'''What 'weird eyes."
"How
ugly can you get?" "It's
kicking!" "Listen to it crunch."
"It's turning blue.'" "Listen
to that scream."
Boys chase
girls with parts of corpses.
"Are you sure it's a female."
"How can you tell?"
"The
blood!"" Hey, watch my shoeY"
"Put a wire here and one here
and then connect the battery.
Wow."
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LETTER
TO
THE
EDITOR
I find that I am getting tired
of coming to school every morning to be greeted by another
..handout on the Mr. Jones conflict. My f~elings are not personal for I barely know Mr;
Jones, but I cannot stand by any
longer and see students in this
school involving themselves in
matters that they know nothing
about and are none of their concern. In fact, Imyself think they
have no right to decide what'
teachers are retained by this
District.
Surely, this is the
responsibility of the principal,
the superintendent and the
school board.
, It's not that I don't think students should
be involved in
their education, but there are
some things that are not their
perogative to determine. Furthermore, it seems to me that
this current battle is divisive
and harmful to Cubberley. I'd
like to see us begin to work together the rest of the year on
such programs as multicultural
activities,
the proposed student-teacher association, and
the success of the advisory.
Concerned Student
(Na.me withheld on , request)
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Sophomore editors Ginnie Miller and Ginny Young plan their
::;rst editorial endeavor over the hot light table.
Photo: M. PARRISH
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